Introduction
Wave generation solvers using Higher Order Spectral Method (HOS) have been validated and developed for several years (Ducrozet et al. (2016) , Ducrozet et al. (2007) , Bonnefoy et al. (2011) and Ducrozet et al. (2012) ). HOS solves nonlinear wave propagation in opensea (HOS-Ocean) and also in numerical wave tank (HOS-NWT) with low computation time comparing with other nonlinear wave solvers because the theory is based on pseudospectral method (HOS (b) and HOS (a)). Those HOS wave solvers are released as opensource codes, which anyone can develop, use and distribute under the terms of GNU General Public Licence (GPLv3).
Nonlinear irregular wave generation in computational fluids dynamic (CFD) solvers becomes important recently in naval fields to better estimate the loads on offshore structure. The conventional linear superposition methods imply a long computational time for wave generation and the simulation is made almost impossible without having enough computational power. And if the method is based on linear wave theory, there is also question on occurence of nonlinear phenomenon and the interaction between waves as the simulation goes. Therefore dedicated nonlinear wave solvers with high computational speed are needed.
Grid2Grid is developed as a wrapper program of HOS to generate wave fields from the results of HOS computation. Grid2Grid reconstructs wave fields of HOS with inverse fast Fourier transforms (FFTs) and uses a quick spline module, the nonlinear wave fields can be fastly reconstructed for arbitrary simulation time and space. The nonlinear wave simulation is then possible for a particular position and time where specific non linear phenomenon occur.
Grid2Grid compiles a shared library (libGrid2Grid.so) which can be used for communication with other progamming language using the ISO C BINDING rule. It compiles also a post processing program of HOS.
Program Structure
The program structure of Grid2Grid is depicted in Fig. 2 .1. The program is composed of several modules (.f90) which are denoted as mod. HOS wave fields are generated by modSurf2Vol from the HOS result file (modes HOS SWENSE.dat). Because the results files only contains modes information, the volumic wave fields is reconstructed on HOS grid by inverse FFTs (denoted as H 2 Operator). The volumic wave fields in Grid2Grid are called as snapshot of wave fields because it is re-constructed at certain simulation time and grid of HOS. modVol2Vol constructs the interpolation data structure from several snapshot of wave fields by using multidimensional spline module (Williams (2015) ). It can directly communicate with other Fortran language. To communicate with other languages, modGrid2Grid can also be used as it receives input data and return wave fields data by using ISO C BINDING. modPostGrid2Grid is a post processing module of HOS generating wave fields in VTK format and also wave elevation time series. 
typSurf2Vol

Description
Surf2Vol is wrapper class to access HOS Ocean and NWT class. Functionality and data of both HOS classes are similar but the mathematical formulation and meshes are a little bit different. Therefore the flow information from each HOS grid is only taken by using HOS mesh base class and transfer it to Vol2Vol Class. It is reminded that the direct access on the HOS wave fields is only possible by HOS mesh pointer to prevent misuse of HOS wave data.
Surf2Vol class structure is depicted in Fig. 2 .2. Surf2Vol class contains HOSOceanSurf2Vol and HOSNWTSurf2Vol classes. When the functionality is called, it calls the functionality of sub-class distiguished by HOS type. When the subroutine correct is called, the sub-class reads HOS modes from HOS result file and conducts H 2 operation to re-construct wave fields. Reconstructed wave field is saved on derived HOS grid class. And the HOS grid pointer at Surf2Vol points to derived HOS grid class to access wave fields. hosNWTSurf2Vol and hosOceanSurf2Vol classes reconstruct HOS wave fields from HOS result file by using the H 2 operator. Wave reconstruction and HOS wave theory is well explained in Ducrozet et al. (2007) and Ducrozet et al. (2012) . Each class constructs wave fields on derived HOS mesh class which can be pointed by HOS mesh base class.
HOS wave theory is based on the superposition of base modes which satisfy Laplace equation, sea bottom and free surface boundary condition basically, the behavior of the mode function has an exponential profile. This exponential profile could magnify local modes which has high wave number above z = 0. For high steepness waves, this property gives unnatural values closed to free surface, criterion to cut local mode is introduced as (2.1).
where k mn : HOS mode wave number z : HOS z-coordinates H : water depth
The parameter C f (z) is set to the default value of 10 in Grid2Grid. If the local wave velocities generated by Grid2Grid are not sufficient, the parameter can be changed. The parameter is defined in modGrid2GridType.f90 as a FNZ VALUE.
HOS result file only contains mode amplitudes computed at each HOS simulation time, the volumic grid should then be reconstructed from those modes. HOS does not need vertical grid information, so z-directional grid information should be given when HOS surf2vol is initialised. Constructed HOS grid is used for interpolation grid.
To constuct the HOS grid, following information should be given.
• zMin, zMax
• nZMin, nZMax
• nZMinRatio, nZMaxRatio [Optional] where zMin and zMax is used to set z-directional domain and it should have negative and positive value. nZMin and nZMax are the number of z-directional grid. It is recommended to have at least 50-100 points for the interpolation. If a sufficient number of grid points is not given, the interpolation scheme could give strange values due to exponetial profile of f mn (z). nZMinRatio and nZMaxRatio are the ratio of maximum and minumum height of grid (∆z max /∆z min ). Minimum grid is located at z = 0. Those are optional values set to be 3 as default. The grid can be visualized by using ParaView. The VTK file is located at VTK/Grid2Grid/surf2volMesh.vtk.
Class (Type)
Class : Surf2Vol -Data :
• hosNWTSurf2Vol : HOS-NWT Surf2Vol Class
• hosOceanSurf2Vol : HOS-Ocean Surf2Vol Class
• ptrHOSMesh : HOS Mesh Pointer -Functionality :
• initialize : Initialise HOS Surf2Vol class with HOS type, result file path, ...
• correct : Update HOS wave fields
• destroy : Class desroyer
Class : HOSOceanSurf2Vol and HOSNWTSurf2Vol
-Data :
• HOSfile : HOS result file (modes HOS SWENSE.dat)
• HOSmode : HOS Ocean or NWT modes
• HOSmesh : HOS Ocean or NWT mesh (Two are different)
• HOSfftw : HOS FFT class for H 2 operator -Public Functionality :
• initialize : Initialise HOS Ocean or NWT Surf2Vol with result file path, ...
• correct : Update HOS Ocean or NWT wave fields
• destroy : Class desroyer -Private Functionality :
• init read mod : Read HOS number of modes and allocate dynamic array
• read mod : Read HOS modes for given HOS time index
• buildGlobalMesh : Build HOS mesh with given HOS construction parameter Vol2Vol is an interpolation class used to give interpolated wave information data from the reconstructed HOS wave field. It holds several Surf2Vol classes and interpolation class. The Vol2Vol class structure is described in Fig 3. 1.
HOS result file holds modes amplitudes time series for the whole HOS simulation time. If we construct HOS wave fields and interpolation data structure for the whole HOS simulation time, not only the computation time is long but also a huge memory is demanded.
Grid2Grid aims for construction of demanding wave fields for relatively short period and domain, it is not necessary to construct the whole HOS wave fields and interpolation data structure. Therefore revolving algorithm is applied just to update HOS wave fields adjucent to simulation time and constuct small interpolation data structure for efficient computation time and memory.
When initialize of Vol2Vol is called, it allocates Surf2Vol array, interpolation data and array related to revolving algorithm. And it initialises Surf2Vol classes and interpolation class and call its subroutine correct at t = 0. The subroutine correct with input t first determine HOS Surf2Vol correction index and Surf2Vol order based on input t and previous HOS time index. By using correction index and order, only necessary HOS Surf2Vol is updated and re-ordered to constructed for interpolation data. After interpolation data is constructed, it is delivered to the interpolation class. The interpolation class communicates with the bspline-Fortran module and constructs the interpolation data structure.
The subroutine getEta, getU, getPd and getFlow return interpolated values for given space and time from the constructed interpolation data structure.
Class : Vol2Vol
• nInterp : Interpolation order (2 : Linear, 3 : Quadratic, 4 : Cubic, ... )
• nSaveT : Number of Surf2Vol wave fields (nSaveT > nInterp )
• HOSs2v (:) : Array of Surf2Vol class
• itp2D : Interpolation class for 2D waves
• itp3D : Interpolation class for 3D waves -Functionality :
• initialize : Initialise HOS Vol2Vol class with HOS type, result file path, ...
• correct : Update HOS wave fields with real-time
• getEta : Get interpolated wave elevation
• getU : Get interpolated wave velocity
• getPd : Get interpolated dynamic pressure 
-Get flow information from Vol2Vol
Call hosV2V % getFlow (x , y , z , simulTime , eta , u , v , w , pd , iflag ) ! hosV2V : Vol2vol Class ( Type ) ! x , y , z : x , y and z position ! simulTime : Simulation time ( real time value ) ! ! eta : Wave elevation ! u , v , z : Wave velocity ( x , y , z ) ! pd : Dynamic velocity ( pd = p -rho * g * z ) ! ! iflag ( Optional ) ! : if iflag = 1 , nondimensional x and y can be given ( default = 0) .
-Destroy Vol2Vol
Call hosV2V % destroy () 2.3 modGrid2Grid 2.3.1 Description modGrid2Grid is not a class but a Fortan module which contains an array of Vol2Vol classes and subroutines to communicate with other languages. The module structure is depicted in Fig. 2.4 . It has two static data which are input data array and Vol2Vol array not to have and update multiple Vol2Vol classes for efficiency and to save memory. When Grid2Grid is initialized from a program written in another language, it firstly check the input variables and return HOSIndex. If the same input variables are given, it returns the same HOSIndex and does not allocate nor initialise Vol2Vol. Other languages can distiguish different HOS wave theory by using the HOSIndex. The subroutines correct and get* can be called with HOSIndex, position and time.
The array size of modGrid2Grid is 100 by default (It can deal with 100 different HOS waves) but it does not consume much memory because classes of Grid2Grid are programmed with dynamic arrays and consequently only a few of static data are used. If more HOS wave theories are needed, the variable nMaxVol2Vol in src/modGrid2Grid.f90 can be changed to deal with over than 100 different HOS wave theory.
The functionality of modGrid2Grid is almost the same with Vol2Vol. 
Subroutines
The interface between other languages with modGrid2Grid will be detailed in Chap. 4. Subroutines in modGrid2Grid follows ISO C BINDING.
Static subroutines :
-Initialise Grid2Grid PostGrid2Grid is a HOS post-processing class. It generates 3D VTK files of wave fields for visualization and wave elevation time series computed from Vol2Vol class. Wave fields at desired simulation time and spatial domain and wave elevation time series can be re-generated at some provided wave probes position.
PostGrid2Grid algorithm is depicted in Fig. 2 .5. PostGrid2Grid is initialised with input file. The input file postGrid2Grid.inp contains HOS grid information and post processing information. PostGrid2Grid first reads and checks the input file and then build 3D visualization grid and wave probes. Vol2Vol class is also initialised. The subroutine doPostProcessing do time loop of correct. Subroutine correct first corrects the Vol2Vol class and gets the wave fields. If the grid option is set to no air mesh, 3D grid is fitted to wave elevation. It writes the results on files (3D VTK file and wave elevation time series). • writeVTKnoAirASCII : Write wave fields (Grid is fitted to wave elevation)
• writeWaveProbe : Write wave elevation time series
Input File of PostGrid2Grid
PostGrid2Grid needs input file. The input file name is postGrid2Grid.inp. The input is recognized by keyword. Input file has free format. keyword can be located at any line of file but keyword should be located as first word at line. If special character is added on character, it is recognized as comment. The input keyword is following.
-HOS Type (solver) and Result File (hosFile) 
# If airMesh is true or yes , grid will be constructed up to zMax . # is false or no , mesh will be constructed up to wave # elevation .
-3D Output Domain Size (xMin, xMax, yMin, yMax, zMin, zMax) -Number of Grid (nX, nY, nZmin, nZmax)
nZmin 100 nZmax 60 # nZmin and nZmax are used to construct Surf2Vol HOS Grid .
-Vertical meshing scheme (zMesh)
: sine spaced grid ( densed grid near to z =0) # meshRatio : grid with constant geometric ratio . Minimum dz located # at z =0. ( given two ratio is dz_max / dz_min ) # # meshRatio needs two ratios ( ratio for z <= 0 and ratio for z > 0) # -Wave probe write option (writeWaveProbe) and Output file path (waveProbeFile)
# ## Wave probe write option ( true or false ) ------------------------# writeWaveProbe true # ## Wave Probe File path -------------------------------------------# waveProbeFile
waveElevation . dat # If waveProbeFile is not given in input file . # Default iutput file name " waveElevation . dat " is used .
-Wave probes 
------------------------------------------------------------------# # ## Wave Probe Input -----------------------------------------------
How to use
Fortran subroutine for postGrid2Grid is given as example. 
! ! Subroutine to run PostGrid2Grid -----------------------------------Subroutine runPostGrid2Grid ( inputFileName ) ! ! -------------------------------------------------------------------Use modPostGrid2Grid ! ! Use PostGrid2Grid Module ! ! -------------------------------------------------------------------
! -------------------------------------------------------------------! ! Initialize PostGrid2Grid with Input File Call postG2G % initialize ( inputFileName ) ! ! Do Post Processing Call postG2G % doPostProcessing () ! ! Destroy Call postG2G % destroy ! ! -------------------------------------------------------------------End Subroutine ! ! -------------------------------------------------------------------
! ! Program Start ---------------------------------------------------- Program Main ! ! ------------------------------------------------------------------ use modCommG2G ! ! Use Communication Module ! ! ------------------------------------------------------------------ Implicit None ! ! Variables -------------------------------------------------------- Integer ,------------------------------------------------- integer :: it ! ! Dummy time loop integer ! ! Program Body ----------------------------------------------------- ! !!.... " ! ! ------------------------------------------------------------------ End Program ! ! ------------------------------------------------------------------
OpenFOAM
An interface example OpenFOAM program is included in interface/ofGrid2Grid. The shared library libGrid2Grid.so should be compiled at $FOAM USER LIBBIN. To check libGrid2Grid.so exists at $FOAM USER LIBBIN, use following shell command :
If libGrid2Grid.so not exists, refer to Chapter 3.2.
To call shared library libGrid2Grid.so in $FOAM USER LIBBIN, OpenFOAM compiling option is added at Make/option. Open Make/option and add following compiling option.
OpenFOAM interface example program is given next page. 
Validation
foamStar is used to validate Grid2Grid. foamStar is developed by Bureau Veritas and shared with Ecole Centrale de Nantes and it can simulate nonlinear waves, seakeeping problem and also hydro-elasticity problem. It solves multiphase problem with Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes equations (RANS) with Volume of fraction (VOF). It is based on standard multiphase solver in OpenFOAM (interDymFoam). To generate waves, foamStar uses explicit blending scheme which blends computed flow values to target values with weight function. The blending function is given as equation (5.1). Some details of foamStar are explained in Seng (2012) and Monroy et al. (2017) .
By using Grid2Grid, the target values at blending zone can be replaced by the wave components computed from HOS wave theory. For the validation, considered HOS simulation condition is given in Table 5 .1. 
Simulation results
The wave elevation computed by using foamStar and HOS-Ocean are compared in Fig.  5 .1. Small differences are observed but it is assumed to be caused by the resolution of the finite volume mesh which is not sufficient near the free surface. The VOF solver gives then those differences. Snapshots of HOS-Ocean wave fields are shown in Fig. 5 .1.
The results of HOS-NWT for a two dimensional case is shown in Fig. 5 .3. And a simulation snapshot is shown in Fig. 5 .4. Three dimensional waves with HOS-NWT are also given in Figs. 5.5 and 5.6. Simulation of extreme waves (1000 year return period waves in Gulf of Mexico(GOM) (Condition : H s = 17.5m, T p = 15.5s, γ = 3.3) is simulated with HOS-NWT for 2D cases and used to generate waves in foamStar. The waves are compared with experiments performed in the wave basin of Ecole Centrale de Nantes (ECN). To simulate nonlinear breaking waves, the wave breaking model in HOS is utilized and allows also to capture when wave breaking occur. The expected wave breaking events are shown in Fig. 5 .7. In the experiments, wave breaking is observed at the expected position and time by HOS wave theory. The breaking moment in the experiment is shown in Fig. 5 .8. The time series of wave elevation measured in the experiments are compared with the results of simulation using Grid2Grid in Fig 5.9 . The simulation snapshot when wave breaking occur is shown in Fig. 5 .10. The small disturbance at the wave front is observed. 
Summary
A HOS wrapper program called Grid2Grid is developed for the nonlinear wave simulation of numerical solvers. Most of data and functionality is encapsuled as a class to be easily used and maintained. Grid2Grid generates dynamic linked library as an independent package to be called and easily used in other languages.
The post processing of HOS is also possible by using Grid2Grid. Included post processing program is called postGrid2Grid. The usage is explained in Chapter 2.4.
Grid2Grid is validated by using the code foamStar based on standard multiphase solver of OpenFOAM and also with an experiment. In the experiment, waves corresponding to 1000 year return period in Gulf of Mexico are generated. The wave elevation is measured at the wave breaking position expected by HOS wave theory and compared with the results of the simulation. Good agreement is shown between the measurement and the numerical solutions and the nonlinear wave phenomenon is observed both in experiment and in simulation.
In this document, the Grid2Grid program architecture, class and module structure, principle class data and functionality are explained to understand the feature of Grid2Grid and to be easily applied to numerical solvers. The interface examples with other programming languages are given as a source code and also in Grid2Grid package.
